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Introduction
NATO has moved strategically and successfully into the new
age of digital outreach and communication technologies. The
paradigm shift the world is experiencing in the ways people
connect, engage and innovate requires international organisations
to be nimble and responsive to new technologies while ensuring
clarity of image.
The perception of NATO is directly reflected in the way we
present the Organization within the Alliance and to our
global audiences. This requires a consistent approach to our
management of communication methods and the creation of
applicable NATO content/documents/materials, with a clear
outline of Visual Identity Guidelines. These guidelines ensure
all relevant communication approaches directly convey that
they come from the Alliance or the designated NATO Division,
Command, Agency, etc.
The proper use of the NATO logo, and its cross-platform
integration, reinforces the Alliance’s public image and long-term
international presence.
Enquiries for further information and comments should be
directed to:
Steven Mehringer
Head, Communications Services
NATO Public Diplomacy Division
mehringer.steven@hq.nato.int

EDITORIAL NOTE
In view of best environmental practices, NATO is producing these
guidelines for distribution in a digital format only.
This manual is available in NATO’s two official languages: English
and French.
You may view, download and print as necessary from the following
link: www.nato.int/vigs
This link also offers access to logo files referred to in the manual.
Questions on the daily use of the NATO logo or implementation of
the Visual Identity Guidelines on any communications tool may be
directed to:
NATO Graphic Design Unit
nac.graphics@hq.nato.int
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How to use this manual
The NATO Visual Identity Guidelines:
Implementation Directive
This update of NATO’s Visual Identity Guidelines (VIGs) has been
designed to be thorough, clear and practical. Adherence to these
guidelines throughout the Alliance is overseen by the NATO
Public Diplomacy Division, Communications Services.
The implementation of NATO’s VIGs remains valid under the
original authority of then Secretary General Lord Robertson, under
whose leadership NATO’s VIGs were originally launched.
This manual is a technical reference document. It advises all those
who play a role in delivering NATO communications how to
properly and consistently apply the NATO VIGs to a broad range
of communication methods. For NATO to project the desired
image to respective audiences, it is essential for these guidelines
to be respected. Any deviation decreases the impact NATO’s
visual identity has on audiences.
All of the NATO Divisions and Independent Offices, Commands
and Agencies are expected to actively implement the VIGs. It is
therefore important that all staff members involved in developing
communication tools are aware of these guidelines and ensure
that they use them correctly when producing material.
Examples of branding include websites, video productions, email
campaigns, venue branding on media events, social media, print
publications, exhibits, promotional and marketing materials,
conference and seminar materials, stationery, email signatures
and PowerPoint presentations.
The manual is available online (www.nato.int/vigs) along with the
relevant image files of the NATO logo.
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1. The NATO logo
1.1

The NATO logo as a modular concept

The NATO logo is the most important element of the overall
visual identity. It consists of different components. Depending on
the context of its use, the logo can take different forms.
The predominant component is the Compass set in the middle of
four squares featuring two shades of blue. The NATO Compass is
a prominent and widely recognised visual symbol of the Alliance.
Its continued incorporation into NATO’s visual identity serves as
a relevant bridge between NATO’s new visual approach and the
legacy of NATO’s communications since the beginning of the
Alliance.
This part of the logo can never be changed. It will appear in the
same configuration on every NATO communication tool.
The second component of the logo is the black and white name
box NATO / OTAN. English and French being NATO’s two official
languages, the standard configuration is the English / French
version. It cannot be substituted by other language versions.
The logo can be used by all NATO Divisions and Independent
Offices (collectively referred to as “Divisions” throughout this
manual). In order to differentiate between division-specific
communications products, colour codes have been created. When
a Division is mentioned in combination with the logo, it always
appears with the same features and carries its own colour code
(see Chapter 2).
In order to preserve the distinctive quality of the NATO logo,
no alterations should be made whether to its form, colour or
otherwise. The logo should be accurately presented according to
the mandatory standard proportions and orientation as illustrated
here. It should not be outlined or italicised. No objects, letters,
numbers or symbols should be superimposed on it.
The standard NATO logo and the Compass can be downloaded
from the NATO website (www.nato.int/vigs).
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1. The NATO logo
1.2

Comp_CMYK.eps

The Compass

The Compass has been the predominating symbol of NATO
since its early history and is considered the most prominent
component of NATO’s visual identity. To maintain solidarity with
NATO’s visual history while allowing development for NATO’s
visual future, the NATO Compass serves as the centre point for
NATO’s logo. Its placement on a blue background, divided into
four quadrants, reinforces the diversity of NATO’s members,
events, operations and activities. The blue colour is used to
illustrate the ‘Atlantic’ dimension of the Alliance and to underline
NATO’s cooperative approach.
1.2.1 Using the Compass in CMYK
(Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black)

100C - 72M - 0Y - 18K

80C - 35M - 0Y - 0K

Please note: The above CMYK definition of the logo colours is not
based on the computer-generated automatic conversion of
PMS colours into CMYK, or vice versa, but has been made as a
deliberate, conscientious choice to obtain a stronger visual impact.

CMYK is the most commonly used colour separation for printed
publications such as magazines or brochures. By combining
CMYK colours almost every colour can be obtained. The exact
combination for each colour is indicated and should be followed
with care.
1.2.2 Using the Compass on the Internet
For use on the Internet, the Compass will be produced with RGB
colours (dark blue 0/73/144, light blue 17/138/203), websafe
colours (dark blue 003366, light blue 6699CC) or using the HTML
colours (dark blue 004990, light blue 118ACB). Please also refer
to the conversion table of basic logo colours in Chapter 1.5.
1.2.3 Using the Compass for screens and projections

0 - 73 - 144

17 - 138 - 203

Comp_RGB.eps

When the Compass is used on a screen or in projection, the
accurate colours of the Compass are converted to RGB colours.
These are used for instance for exhibitions, during events, for
PowerPoint and video presentations. The RGB colour system
describes colours in shades of red, green and blue (RGB) light, the
basic colours used for projection. The RGB colours are often more
vivid than printed colours.
1.2.4 Using the Compass in PMS
(Pantone Matching System)

PMS 280

PMS 2718

Comp_2PMS.eps

65% of PMS 280

Comp_1PMS.eps

PMS is an international professional colour system. It provides
bright and very reliable colours. To reproduce the Compass, PMS
280 for the dark blue and PMS 2718 for the light blue are used.
As an alternative and in order to provide a cost-effective colour
solution, the second PMS colour PMS 2718 can be replaced by
65% of PMS 280, but this gives a less vivid result.
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1. The NATO logo
1.2.5 Using the Compass in grey scale
Not all documents are suitable for colour reproduction. The
Compass in grey scale is an acceptable alternative. Plain black
is applied for the dark quadrants and 65% black for the light
quadrants. In a publication that is being printed in bicolour, red
and black for example, the grey scale Compass will be used.
Comp_GREY.eps

1.2.6 Using the Compass in line-art
The line-art Compass is a one-colour logo without grey tones or
degrees of colour values. It is used for applications where shades
of colours cannot be printed. It is a good solution for printing
on raw materials like gunny or container board. The line-art logo
should be used for techniques such as sandblasting glass,
die-stamp printing or varnish printing.
The line-art version of the Compass exists in positive and negative
forms and can be printed either in black or PMS 280.

Positive

Negative

Comp_POS_BLACK.eps

Comp_NEG_BLACK.eps

Comp_POS_PMS280.eps

Comp_NEG_PMS280.eps

1.2.7 Using the Compass as a stand-alone symbol
The NATO logo is universal enough and the Compass so closely
related to NATO that in exceptional circumstances where there is
not enough space to use the full logo (i.e. with the name box), or
when the material or size is not suitable to use the full logo, the
Compass can be used as a stand-alone symbol. This solution may
be appropriate for branding purposes on bags, boxes, vehicles,
buildings, pins, etc.
Requests to use the Compass as a stand-alone symbol must be
submitted to the Public Diplomacy Division or the NATO Graphic
Design Unit.

The Compass on a door

The Compass on a pen
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1. The NATO logo
1.3

The name box NATO / OTAN

The second component of the logo is the name NATO / OTAN in
the standard configuration of English and French. They cannot be
replaced by other language versions of the name NATO.
1.3.1 Always black and white
The name box
100% cyan -100% Black
NameBox_BLACK+CYAN.eps

The name box is always printed in black and white. In CMYKprinted material, black is always supported by 100% Cyan to
obtain a more opaque and darker black.
1.3.2 The name box on the Internet
On the Internet, the name box is always shown in black
and white, using RGB, HTML or websafe black. See table in
Chapter 1.5.
1.3.3 About the use of typefaces
The name NATO / OTAN is always printed in capitals. The size of
the letters is in proportion to the size of the black box and cannot
be changed. The space between the letters should be similar
to the one in the example. The black box is divided in two by a
horizontal white line. A small vertical line marks the centre of the
black box.
Garamond is the typeface used in the name box. It is one of
the two principal corporate typefaces to be used in NATO
publications. See also Chapter 4 and 5 for the use of typefaces in
stationery and communications products respectively.
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1. The NATO logo
1.4

The standard NATO logo

The standard combination of elements in the NATO logo consists
of the Compass and NATO/OTAN name box. The standard NATO
logo, as illustrated here, is the signature of NATO’s visual identity.
It cannot be mistaken that this is clearly representing NATO and
no other organisation.
Depending on their use, the two elements can be combined in a
vertical or horizontal way.
The standard NATO logo can be downloaded from the NATO
website (www.nato.int/vigs).

NATOver_CMYK.eps

NATOver_GREY.eps

NATOver_LineART.eps

1.4.1 The vertical NATO logo
The Compass and name box are equal in size and fit perfectly
together. Due to the colours used, these elements are clearly
distinguishable. Only in grey scale an additional horizontal white
line is needed to distinguish both parts.

NATOhor_CMYK.eps

1.4.2 The horizontal NATO logo
Both components can also be arranged in a horizontal way. Again
there is enough distinction in colour to visually differentiate
between the two elements. Only in the grey scale version, a
vertical white line needs to be added.

NATOhor_GREY.eps

1.4.3 The logo at the edge of the page
Printing presses cannot print items exactly on the border of a
page. They always print on larger sheets with a white border.
Afterwards the paper is cut to the exact measurements. To avoid
the risk of a small white border being left during the cutting
process, the colours are bled over the edge of the page. The bleed
is 10% of the width of the logo. This way the logo will appear
correctly placed on the edge of the paper.

NATOhor_LineART.eps

NATOhor_CMYK+bleed.eps

NATOver_CMYK+bleed.eps
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1. The NATO logo
1.5

Correct use of the logo

Many factors can influence the visual impact of the logo.
To ensure that the best results are achieved, certain rules should
be respected. Everyone at NATO should carefully consider the
size and the reproduction of the logo every time it is used. Not all
possible environments/ situations in which the logo will appear
can be foreseen in advance. In addition, visual identity guidelines
should not unduly restrict creativity and imaginativeness of
designers. Therefore these guidelines are limited to the most
frequent applications and are confined to a minimum set of rules.
It is of the utmost importance for the success of NATO’s visual
identity that all NATO communication activities and tools
show consistency in the application of the VIGs. It will improve
recognition of NATO products, show coherence within the
Organization and increase the impact of communications.

Colour

PMS
CMYK
RGB

Blue (Dark)

Blue (Light)

Black

280

2718

Proc. Black

100/72/0/18

80/35/0/0

100/0/0/100

0/73/144

17/138/203

0/0/0

HTML

004990

118ACB

000000

WEB SAFE

003366

6699CC

000000

Conversion table of basic logo colours
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1. The NATO logo
1.5.1 The logo size
The size of the logo should always be in balance with the space
available. However, there are minimum sizes that depend on the
capacity of the medium to reproduce the thin lines of the logo.
Sizes in which those thin lines risk disappearing should be avoided.
For the NATO logo, the critical limit for high-class printing is
a size of 15mm x 15mm for the Compass. For newsprint the
critical size becomes 20mm x 20mm because the screen used for
newsprint does not allow the printing of fine details. Printing on
materials other than paper can cause the same problems: jute, for
example, needs a far bigger logo than paper.
Several main formats can be distinguished in determining the size
of the logo. These are:
1. Stationery
For a DIN A4/US-sized paper a size of 20x20mm for the Compass,
and 20x40mm for the NATO logo is recommended. Envelopes,
compliment slips, and business cards should use a size of
15x15mm for the Compass and 15x30mm for the NATO logo.
See Chapter 4 for more details on the use of stationery.
2. Online use
The minimum size of the logo is 160 by 80 pixels.
3. Printed publications
Publications usually carry on the front cover the logo as a
“signature”. When NATO is the publisher or editor of the
publication, and when the logo is used on a DIN A4/US-sized
paper, the width of the Compass should not be less than 20mm.
When NATO is not the publisher of a publication, the Compass
should be 20mm x 20mm or 15mm x 15mm.
4. Smaller and larger formats of printed publications
When smaller publication formats are needed, the logo should be
reduced to the same proportions necessary for scaling the
DIN A4/US format down to the smaller publication size.
The critical limit for high-class printing (see Chapter 1.5.1) must
not be exceeded though. This also applies to the use of the NATO
logo on promotional items.
The reverse can be applied: for publications with a larger size than
DIN A4/US (for example posters and billboards), the logo should
be enlarged to the same proportions needed for scaling the
DIN A4/US format to that specific publication.
Where different publications in different sizes need to function
together for a common purpose (for instance when placed in the
same folder), it may be preferable to keep the logo in the same size.

20mm
= 50% of the logo in the eps files

15mm
= 37.5% of the logo in the eps files
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1. The NATO logo
1.5.2 The exclusion area
To give the logo the attention it deserves, there should be an
area around the logo where no other element like text, image or
graphic can interfere. This “safe” area is about one eighth of the
width or the height of the Compass quadrant. Text or pictures
in the immediate surroundings of the logo should not be used.
Always take account of an exclusion area.
The exclusion area can be marked as a fine white line in
exceptional cases where the standard logo is placed on pictures
or backgrounds using the same colour combination as the
NATO logo (see also Chapter 1.5.4).
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1. The NATO logo
1.5.3 Positioning of the logo
As a general rule, the NATO logo should always be put top left on
all communication materials and tools issued by the Organization.
On websites and for email campaigns, the logo is displayed in
the left upper corner of every single webpage and email message
respectively. See Chapter 5 for examples.
There are two options for the position of the logo on printed
publications.
• The logo does not touch the border of the page
This is the preferred option. The logo should be positioned at
a fixed minimum distance from the border of at least half the
width of the Compass. Beware: this distance is larger than the
exclusion area.
• The logo touches the border of the page
When the logo touches two borders of the page, the logo
becomes part of the frame of the cover.

The logo does not touch
the border of the page

The logo touches
the border of the page
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1. The NATO logo
1.5.4 The logo on backgrounds
Due to its compact shape and its dark colour components, the
logo does not pose a problem with backgrounds.
It can even be printed against dark backgrounds or pictures where
the black and blue contrast (as the standard combination of the
Compass plus name box surrounded by a small white border)
remains as strong as on white paper.
The width of the border around the logo is equal to the width of
the white lines used within the logo.
1.5.5 The logo on the Internet
The minimum size of the logo is 160 by 80 pixels. The horizontal
orientation is preferred for websites.
1.5.6 Protection of logo integrity

Reversed colours

Wrong colours

Wrong measurements

Wrong typography

Wrong line-art

NATO flag

The colours of the logo should never be switched (Chapter 1.2
gives guidance for the correct use of the logo colours).
Modifications of the logo’s typography such as inlines, outlines,
shadows etc. are not allowed. Neither the proportions nor the
typography of the logo should be altered.
The logo should not be distorted in any way, for example by using
shadows or halos. An exception can be made in animations of
the logo. But even then the result of the animation should be the
logo as it is, without changes.
Although the NATO flag is a recognisable symbol of the
Alliance worldwide, it is never to be used as a signature on
NATO publications, for other communication purposes or as a
replacement for the NATO logo. The NATO flag can be used for
illustrative purposes. The official colour code for the blue is
PMS 280.
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2. The NATO logo and the different NATO Divisions
The key colour of NATO is blue (see Chapter 1.2 for colour
values). This is the colour that will always be used to profile NATO
as the umbrella organisation. To allow different NATO Divisions to
distinguish themselves under this general umbrella, two different
elements have been introduced: a dedicated name box and a
dedicated colour coding. However, Divisions are not obliged to
use these differentiation elements. They are foreseen as an option
should a Division wish to visually enhance itself from the overall
NATO visuals. Divisions can thus choose if they want to use these
differentiation elements as a rule, on a case-by-case basis or not
at all. If used, Divisions are obliged to use systematically the same
colour coding and the same visual presentation of the name box.
The full administrative name of a Division is used in the dedicated
name box.
In conjunction with the name box, each division name has been
associated with a distinctive colour, thus allowing for a further
feature to distinguish it, under a general visual umbrella, from
other NATO sources. Using both the name box and colour code
systematically on publications and other communication tools
will strengthen visual coherence and synergy throughout the
Organization while simultaneously allowing the public to easily
recognise the specific origin of the publication or message.
The chart below gives an overview of the association of division
names with a dedicated, distinctive colour code. The colour code
is always preceded by the name of the particular Division.

Colour

PMS

Green

Purple

Brown

Orange

Violet

Bordeaux

Defence
Investment

Defence Policy and
Planning

Emerging Security
Challenges

Executive
Management

NATO Office
of Resources

NATO Office
of Security

367

519

7530

158

2583

194

31/0/60/0

76/94/38/0

0/8/21/32

0/61/97/0

46/63/0/0

0/91/56/34

169/209/117

86/25/88

170/155/132

236/105/21

126/90/163

149/0/40

HTML

C2D87D

682E66

AA9B84

E96B10

7E5AA3

AC2037

WEB SAFE

99FF66

663366

CC9966

FF6600

9966CC

990033

Grey

Lilac

Yellow

Turquoise

Dark Green

Office of
Financial Control

Office of
Legal Affairs

Operations

Political Affairs and
Security Policy

Public
Diplomacy

Cool Grey 6

536

130

320

3292

CMYK
RGB

Colour

PMS

0/0/0/31

31/20/5/0

0/27/100/0

100/0/31/6

100/0/49/46

172/174/176

159/173/206

249/169/0

0/145/160

0/90/81

HTML

ACAEB0

9FADCE

FABD00

009CB1

005A53

WEB SAFE

CCCCCC

CCCCFF

FFCC00

009999

006666

CMYK
RGB
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2. The NATO logo and the different NATO Divisions
2.1

The different NATO Divisions

In the following chart the different NATO Divisions are
colour coded.
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2. The NATO logo and the different NATO Divisions
2.2

The integration of the NATO Divisions in the
modular concept

The name and the colour code for each Division fit perfectly
into the modular concept designed for NATO. Following these
guidelines will result in a strong and consistent image for every
communication tool developed by NATO while enabling every
Division to maintain its own individuality.
Customised logo files for NATO Divisions can be obtained upon
request.
2.2.1 Name of the Division
The name of the Division is always typed in a white box, divided
by a black line between the two language versions. On top, always
mention the English version of the name. The French version
appears in the bottom part of the box.
2.2.2 Typography
The standard Arial Regular is used to type the name of the Division.

NATOver_EM_CMYK.eps

2.2.3 Vertical positioning
When organising the modular logo vertically, as shown above,
the space available for the name of the Division is equal to the
space size of the NATO / OTAN name box. It is limited to three
lines of text. Between the two languages (standard: English –
French) there is a small line. When this logo configuration is used
on a background, the surface of the box is opaque white. There is
no border around it.
2.2.4 Horizontal positioning
The logo, organised in a horizontal fashion, gives more space
to the Division’s name box. The space available is 1.5 times
the space of the NATO / OTAN name box. Preferably the lines
available for the name box should be limited to two. In the
horizontal logo, the Division’s name box has a black top and
bottom border; the vertical logo does not have these extra lines
surrounding the name box.

NATOhor_OLA_CMYK.eps
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3. The NATO logo in conjunction with other logos
There are many occasions, often very different in nature and
scope, where placing the NATO logo in conjunction with other
logos is justified and appropriate. This chapter aims to give some
basic guidelines addressing the main constellations. These are in
particular the following:
3.1

women peace security

1325

18

NATO taking the Women,
Peace and Security agenda
forward
Policy, Action Plan
and Progress Report

Azerbaijan II

Jeyranchel Clearance Project

NATO SUPPORT AND PROCUREMENT AGENCY

Partnership for Peace Trust Fund

June 2016

Lead Nation
Milestones
United States

Other Contributors
Azerbaijan

Iceland

Italy

Switzerland

Turkey

United Kingdom

Japan

Norway

•

October 2011 Trust Fund launched at the PPC

•

April 2012 Mine clearance operations start

•

November 2013 Phase II project plan presented to PPC

•

July 2014 Completion of phase I, start of the phase II

•

July/August 2016 completion Phase II and start Phase III

Financial information
•

Phase I, II and III up to 6.5MEUR. Current contributions
4.322MEUR. Shortfall to complete PII 0.2MEUR

•

The Government of Azerbaijan has expressed its willingness to
contribute 50% the total cost of the overall project (ie all phases).

The former Soviet Army military test and training range at
Jeyranchel in Azerbaijan was in active use over the period
1955-1991. Unexploded ordnances (UXO) and mines remaining in the area present a serious humanitarian, socio-economic and environmental threat to the local population. The
project aims at the clearance of this area.
During a visual survey in 2009, a large quantity of unexploded
tank projectiles and artillery shells of different calibres, airdropped bombs and other types of unexploded ordnance were
seen on the surface. Most of these had been fired but failed
to detonate and are in a hazardous state. The area around live
firing targets contains very high concentrations of UXO, much
of it buried. In addition, around 7 Sq Km of the Phase I area
was contaminated with a mix of live and training anti-tank
mines containing a live simulator capable of causing serious
injury if stepped upon. The State Border Service patrols the
whole area and there are two manned frontier observation
posts inside the hazardous area and one just outside.
The total area of 64 Sq Km has been divided into three
approximately 20 Sq Km phases: Phase I of the project
involved the clearance of 19 Sq Km of the western section of
the range over 28 months (April 2012 – July 2014). 173 antitank mines (live and training) and 14,654 live UXO were found

Local inhabitant amongst EOD, 2009

and destroyed. Significant quantities of range scrap and other
military debris were removed. Phase II is due to complete
July/August 2016. Phase III will complete the whole range
clearance and is estimated to cost between 0.8 and 1.67 MEUR
depending on the density of UXO and level of donation in kind.
Phase III will take a further 12-18 months. The final phase is
approximately 22 Sq Km and of similar terrain but less highly
contaminated with and with no mines.
The key reasons for this project are:
•

Make the area safe for local farmers and the State Border Service border patrols;

•

Open up the area for Local Authority development, principally for agriculture;

•

Access to the nationally important archaeological and
historic sites in the area;

•

Some of the UXO and mines will become increasingly
unstable and ultimately more difficult to recover – it is
necessary to clear the area of hazard;

•

Unguarded explosives in the vicinity of the strategically
important international oil and gas pipelines present a
potential security threat;

Media at Jeyranchel opening 9 May 2012

Major political events

On many occasions, NATO is publishing information or issuing
communications material in cooperation with other international
organisations, or entities from member and partner countries.
Especially major events such as NATO Summits or Ministerial
Meetings with their often substantial impact on public perception
need correct NATO branding, giving the Organization and its
partners the same visual prominence. In this chapter, we propose
some solutions for concise NATO branding in combination with
different flags, logos and visuals. This type of combined branding
is to be applied when NATO and its interlocutor are involved as
key partners in the event in which they have the leadership role.
It is understood that, given the nature of such events, agreement
on the conjunction of the NATO logo with other logos has to be
sought for on a case-by-case basis.
All material produced for a specific occasion should be branded
in a concise way using the combination of the NATO logo with
another visual element such as a flag or other logo. Materials
include among others:
• Press information (press releases, press programmes,
press kits, etc.);
• Event websites;
• Venue branding (backdrops, signage, badges, etc.);
• Conference material and promotional items.
For the development of event or conference materials utilising
the NATO logo, the NATO Public Diplomacy Division and the
NATO Graphic Design Unit should be consulted on proposed
designs where the NATO logo is used in conjunction with other
visual elements. Advice and guidance on the correct use of the
NATO logo is readily available.
Summit logos
A critical element of the public diplomacy campaign around a
NATO summit is the logo, which is a unique projection of NATO’s
and the host nation’s visual identity. The NATO summit logo
must adhere to the VIGs. Summit logos are developed in close
cooperation and in agreement between NATO and the host nation.
The logo of the event is often used as the background of the
official photo and for numerous broadcast media events/venues.
Its dimensions, design and elements need to be adequately sized
and properly placed to serve its media function.
The Host Nation Summit Task Force and the NATO Summit Task
Force are jointly responsible for delivering a summit logo to be
concurred and approved by the leadership of the host nation and
the NATO Secretary General.
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3. The NATO logo in conjunction with other logos
3.2

Co-branding for NATO Agencies and Commands

NATO’s Visual Identity Guidelines also apply to the Organization’s
Agencies and Commands. Proper application of the VIGs by these
NATO bodies helps strengthen their individual brands while
also illustrating that the Alliance is a broad and multifaceted
organisation.
NATO’s VIGs should be seen as an extension of the Headquarters,
where the Agencies and Commands establish a strong visual
link to NATO by using the NATO logo in conjunction with their
individual emblem on relevant communications tools. This
co-branding approach allows the Agencies and Commands to
maintain their own distinctive identity while maintaining visual
continuity across the Alliance.
VIGs implementation by Agencies and Commands:
• The rules of NATO’s Visual Identity Guidelines, especially those
dealing with the NATO logo, will be respected.
• It is understood, in most cases, that Agencies and Commands
have an established emblem which they can and should retain.
• In using the NATO logo in conjunction with the emblem of an
Agency or Command, the NATO logo must be placed in the
top left corner of the information material while the visual
symbol of the Agency or Command should be placed in the
top right corner. The individual logos should be displayed at
the same level and in generally the same size. Emblems from
Agencies and Commands should not be directly attached to
the NATO logo, as this would be seen as infringing the integrity
of the NATO logo.
Please also consult Chapter 4.1 for co-branded stationery and
Chapter 5.1.2 for the design of co-branded websites.
More specific solutions to this type of co-branding would have
to be sought on a case-by-case basis. NATO’s Public Diplomacy
Division as well as the NATO Graphic Design Unit at NATO
Headquarters are available to provide further advice and guidance
upon request.

3.3

Example of co-branding solutions

Co-branding of events organised in partnership with
NATO (“co-ownership”)

As part of its public diplomacy efforts, NATO regularly enters into
partnerships with third parties to jointly organise non-commercial
events or other public diplomacy activities. When NATO and
its respective partner(s) share the ownership (and responsibility)
for the event in question, they are considered co-owners of the
event. As a rule, the NATO logo is used in these cases in order to
visually acknowledge NATO’s role in these events or activities.
Agreement to use the NATO logo has to be sought on a caseby-case basis by the event organiser, publisher or any other third
party wishing to use the NATO logo.
Basic rules for this type of co-branding:
• Chapter 1 in terms of the correct use of the NATO logo should
be respected.
• The NATO logo must be placed in the top left corner of the
communication material while the partner logo(s) must be

Example of co-ownership solutions
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3. The NATO logo in conjunction with other logos

Example of co-ownership solutions

placed next to it. The logos are displayed at the same level and
in generally the same size.
• The partner logo(s) should not be directly attached to the
NATO logo since this would infringe the integrity of the NATO
logo itself.
• Depending on the communication medium (for instance
posters, leaflets, invitations), the size of the NATO logo may
vary in proportion to the actual size of the medium.

3.4

Visual acknowledgement of NATO contribution in
case of sponsorship by NATO

Also as part of its public diplomacy efforts, NATO frequently gives
some form of support to non-commercial events, publications,
multimedia or audio-visual products, undertaken by third parties.
In these cases, NATO acts as a sponsor or co-sponsor.
The main aim of the visual acknowledgment of such a NATO
contribution is to ensure that NATO’s role and participation is
credited. However, for obvious political reasons, the use of the
NATO logo in these cases has to avoid under all circumstances
that it projects an erroneous image, leading audiences to
misperceive the respective external event or communication tool
incorrectly as one of NATO’s official activities. Agreement to use
the NATO logo has to be sought on a case-by-case basis by the
event organiser, publisher or any other third party wishing to use
the NATO logo.
Basic rules for the visual acknowledgement of a NATO
contribution:
• The visual acknowledgement consists of the NATO logo and
the acknowledgement sentence.
• The NATO logo appears in the bottom left corner of the
communication product. In case of multiple sponsors, their logos
are displayed at the same level and in generally the same size.
• In case of a publication, the third party can choose to have the
NATO logo at the bottom of the front cover or of the inside
page. As a rule, the size of the logo should be 15 mm x 30 mm,
although it may vary in proportion to the actual size of the
medium.
The acknowledgement sentence appears next to the NATO logo:
“This conference … is sponsored by NATO’s Public Diplomacy
Division.”
The phrase can be adapted to reflect the event/product that
is sponsored (e.g.: seminar, website, publication, audio-visual
product…).
Examples of sponsorship solutions
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4. Stationery
Examples of stationery are business cards, letterhead paper,
envelopes, memos, compliment slips, etc. The corporate typeface
for all pre-printed matter is Arial. Basic layout guidelines for
stationery are provided in this chapter.
EMERGING SECURITY
CHALLENGES DIVISION

4.1

Business cards

For business cards use 280gr/m2 white half-matt paper.
The margins of the business cards should be 5mm all around.
The vertical version of the NATO logo is used in the top left
corner of the card. The size of the logo is 15x30mm. The Division
in which the person works is placed to the right of the NATO
name box, in both official languages.
Name, function and contact details are placed in the lower half of
the business card. The name and function are separated from the
address block by a horizontal line of the same width as the NATO
logo and a height of 1mm. The preferred typography is as follows:
• Name of Division in Arial Regular, 5.5pt/6pt, preferably in small
caps
• Name in Arial Bold, 10pt/10pt (10pt size/10pt leading),
function in Arial Regular, 6.3pt/9pt, preferably in small caps.
• All other contact details, including in particular the address,
should be in Arial Regular, 7pt/9pt
A co-branding approach is used for business cards that need an
additional logo, such as Delegations, Representations, Agencies or
Programmes. The additional logo is placed in the top right corner
of the card.
In the event that the text to be put on a business card does not
fit in these font sizes onto the card, reduce the font size slightly
while maintaining the overall proportions of the card.
4.2

DIVISION DÉFIS DE
SÉCURITÉ ÉMERGENTS

Peter Example
OFFICER
STRATEGIC ANALYSIS CAPABILITY

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
B-1110 Brussels - Belgium
Tel.: +32(0)2 707 0000
Fax: +32(0)2 707 0000
example@hq.nato.int
www.nato.int

SPANISH DELEGATION
TO NATO

Peter Example
DEPUTY PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
B-1110 Brussels - Belgium
Tel.: +32(0)2 707 0000
Fax: +32(0)2 707 0000
Mob: +32(0)444 000 000
example@hq.nato.int

Examples of business cards (75%)

Compliment slips
Peter Example

If possible, the paper used should be the same as the one for the
business cards, i.e. 280 gr/m2 white half-matt paper.
The margins of the compliment slips should be 10mm all around.
The vertical version of the NATO logo is used in the top left
corner of the card. The size of the logo is 15x30mm.
For compliment slips the preferred typography is as follows:
• Name in Arial Bold, 7pt
• Function in Arial Regular, 7pt/9pt, preferably in small caps.
• ‘With compliments’ in Arial Regular 8pt, preferably in small
caps.
• All other contact details, in particular the address, should be in
Arial Regular, 7.5pt/11pt.
A tracking (adjustment of space between letters) of 25 is applied
to all pre-printed text on the compliment slips.
A horizontal line of the same width as the NATO logo and
a height of 1mm is placed in the bottom left corner of the
compliment slip, aligned to the NATO logo.

OFFICER
STRATEGIC ANALYSIS CAPABILITY

WITH COMPLIMENTS

North Atlantic Treaty Organization - Organisation du Traité de l’Atlantique Nord
Boulevard Léopold III - B-1110 Bruxelles - Belgique
Tel.: +32 2 707 00 00 - Fax: +32 2 707 00 00 - example@hq.nato.int - www.nato.int

Example of a compliment slip (35%)
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4.3

Example of an envelope (35%)

NATO uses white envelopes with or without the address window.
The location of the window depends on the custom of the
country. However, the NATO logo has to be placed on the left,
preferably in the vertical position. Should there not be enough
space available due to the placement of the window, the logo can
also be used horizontally. A horizontal line of the same width as
the NATO logo and a height of 1mm is placed in the bottom left
corner of the envelope, aligned to the NATO logo. On the back of
envelopes, the address is written in Arial Regular, 9pt/12pt.
4.4

OFFICE OF LEGAL AFFAIRS
BUREAU DES AFFAIRES JURIDIQUES

Am qui rendandiam, ommolore pel invelescil modis esciliant volest faccum hit voluptae. Ugiatiorum quis eaque il
imaio. Odi ipsam, siniandi dolupta speliquia aut autem. Rovitenis quissi omnis soloris utet labo. Solor sum faceatet
ini blamust acere prate exceatem laut veria quiania quam, occusant.
Ut quae doloren ihillupti cum sim voluptatur sam ini as ut ipsum voluptat.
Pudis venihil luptatur aces dit ut aboriostiisi voluptas dolum quatur, volenis et, cum liqui consed ea quo et lam
que perum re opta volut esti aut hit, sant earchit, tem veliquam simod etus volum, officium arupta corpore id est
am quiamus res dolorepratio consedis eari rest fugia dolupitias exerspi entures sequae molore magnimi ncientorrum simin reruntia volupic imagnim am qui nientor eicipsum dolorpore explis conseditae vendand aerfere recabor
umetum quae consequ asperibea provitas et molor aut magnam quibus, illes ulla et reperios dipsam, ipsuntiis il
mod quatume nderovit, non numquid ut aditatata volupta sperum fugiasp ersperunt, quo te con remporem velibus
doluptatem comnimin rest eici vendit resto doluptaque enis id ut alit aut renem quiam iunt quo ex ex exerumquo
enihit dolutecate eumenim a cum inciis erspern aturest perit que et res dolore molupta porem quas am, ipide sumet
vid magnam, qui nimusamet aperro ma poreptius elliquibusam quatioratur, comnimet et ommo estorias dolupta
serorundus.
Fugitis aceatum quam rehende lliquid et fuga. Ut dolupta sit, quostotatem est di conserum fugia dolorerro ero venderestiat dolupta tiorehento omnimpeles solori blandes denihil itatur mos as maximendit alitatem apis veriaeperum
quam, simporrovid quam repro temporum, ut id maionseque res dolupta dolupti dest fuga. Et et offictem qui ipsunt
fuga. Et possim et doluptat.
Sam autem idis voloribus aliqui nonse nos et, volorem simus duciis sit officieture volorepuda quia vereperore
placcum, voluptat re que autatempore ducia dolorpore officium enet quide et ommoloria non nus utem fugit labor
aut eium ratem fuga. Andicia qui untur solupti con cupta volo temquat ectibus sinctas quam, corrum non erum qui
comnihil moloris dolorem sant ex et et, sandant occupta tintotatur?
Us et qui corerspidunt venihitem volorpo reicit reribus citiatur re, sunt recta sed ut voluptaquia vero con et unt,
quas sim dolorum quam quis re id quo tem. Pudicid et ut recestia consequi ad quam remollaborro commod electiis
dolore dese et ad quiam veleni non pra quis arum rae nihillecus eos milignam illiberitem es dolor alicill andita velenti sciatatur se voluptiorro tem abore num adi nullab ima quos et odigenim eos quam, sa qui ipsam et quis ut omnis
doloriaecus, nossitatini beaqui nonseratiis sunt que id quamus alitis maxim sam nonecuptatur abor audandamet,
que eosti comnis eium quam iusantur aut volestius int.
Labore minihiligent ium nisto te comnimp oreriatur rerunt ad que et ut faccabore apero omnistem ventur? Quid quis
illestiur autem sani optas nis dolore derit, ut odis nossit occum consequos dia verem enducit atecatur autem recabor magnis magnim que rectemp oreseque aut res ende sum essit es dolorit everitiundae eum aliquia eos il iume
sim quam, cus.
Luptis eum nonsequi re, et voloribus ma nonsequia nos autemquod qui dolorem que invel in natia volorep restiunt,
quibeat.
Cus verum suntemp orepernatem et enis et et eum, quo blam doluptiis excerovit, aut a con explati beaquid essentur? As acepuditem enduciant, officipiciis ipsus, sunte arcitendi ditaque pa aut officia ndignatibus.
Riam quo te ium expero quae eum idus, velecatur, optasseque pereict emporio nsequatia voluptatia nulpa voluptati blaudae conseri oribus abor se in nullabo rruptia dis sunto con re inulpar iatiatem doluptae vendi officiis et qui
doluptat laccaborem que core non nonsenti doluptat labore ipsam veriaspidis cuptat eate nullant, quas que voluptatem ium dolorpo ressit mo bera cus senienimint.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization - Organisation du Traité de l’Atlantique Nord
Boulevard Léopold III - B-1110 Bruxelles - Belgique
Tel.: +32 2 707 00 00 - Fax: +32 2 707 00 00 - example@hq.nato.int - www.nato.int

Example of a letter (30%)

NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL
CONSEIL DE L’ATLANTIQUE NORD

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
WORKING PAPER

20 August/Août 2015

Am qui rendandiam, ommolore pel invelescil modis esciliant volest faccum hit voluptae. Ugiatiorum quis eaque il
imaio. Odi ipsam, siniandi dolupta speliquia aut autem. Rovitenis quissi omnis soloris utet labo. Solor sum faceatet
ini blamust acere prate exceatem laut veria quiania quam, occusant.
Ut quae doloren ihillupti cum sim voluptatur sam ini as ut ipsum voluptat.
Pudis venihil luptatur aces dit ut aboriostiisi voluptas dolum quatur, volenis et, cum liqui consed ea quo et lam
que perum re opta volut esti aut hit, sant earchit, tem veliquam simod etus volum, officium arupta corpore id est
am quiamus res dolorepratio consedis eari rest fugia dolupitias exerspi entures sequae molore magnimi ncientorrum simin reruntia volupic imagnim am qui nientor eicipsum dolorpore explis conseditae vendand aerfere recabor
umetum quae consequ asperibea provitas et molor aut magnam quibus, illes ulla et reperios dipsam, ipsuntiis il
mod quatume nderovit, non numquid ut aditatata volupta sperum fugiasp ersperunt, quo te con remporem velibus
doluptatem comnimin rest eici vendit resto doluptaque enis id ut alit aut renem quiam iunt quo ex ex exerumquo
enihit dolutecate eumenim a cum inciis erspern aturest perit que et res dolore molupta porem quas am, ipide sumet
vid magnam, qui nimusamet aperro ma poreptius elliquibusam quatioratur, comnimet et ommo estorias dolupta
serorundus.
Fugitis aceatum quam rehende lliquid et fuga. Ut dolupta sit, quostotatem est di conserum fugia dolorerro ero venderestiat dolupta tiorehento omnimpeles solori blandes denihil itatur mos as maximendit alitatem apis veriaeperum
quam, simporrovid quam repro temporum, ut id maionseque res dolupta dolupti dest fuga. Et et offictem qui ipsunt
fuga. Et possim et doluptat.
Sam autem idis voloribus aliqui nonse nos et, volorem simus duciis sit officieture volorepuda quia vereperore
placcum, voluptat re que autatempore ducia dolorpore officium enet quide et ommoloria non nus utem fugit labor
aut eium ratem fuga. Andicia qui untur solupti con cupta volo temquat ectibus sinctas quam, corrum non erum qui
comnihil moloris dolorem sant ex et et, sandant occupta tintotatur?
Us et qui corerspidunt venihitem volorpo reicit reribus citiatur re, sunt recta sed ut voluptaquia vero con et unt,
quas sim dolorum quam quis re id quo tem. Pudicid et ut recestia consequi ad quam remollaborro commod electiis
dolore dese et ad quiam veleni non pra quis arum rae nihillecus eos milignam illiberitem es dolor alicill andita velenti sciatatur se voluptiorro tem abore num adi nullab ima quos et odigenim eos quam, sa qui ipsam et quis ut omnis
doloriaecus, nossitatini beaqui nonseratiis sunt que id quamus alitis maxim sam nonecuptatur abor audandamet,
que eosti comnis eium quam iusantur aut volestius int.
Labore minihiligent ium nisto te comnimp oreriatur rerunt ad que et ut faccabore apero omnistem ventur? Quid quis
illestiur autem sani optas nis dolore derit, ut odis nossit occum consequos dia verem enducit atecatur autem recabor magnis magnim que rectemp oreseque aut res ende sum essit es dolorit everitiundae eum aliquia eos il iume
sim quam, cus.
Luptis eum nonsequi re, et voloribus ma nonsequia nos autemquod qui dolorem que invel in natia volorep restiunt,
quibeat.
Cus verum suntemp orepernatem et enis et et eum, quo blam doluptiis excerovit, aut a con explati beaquid essentur?
As acepuditem enduciant, officipiciis ipsus, sunte arcitendi ditaque pa aut officia ndignatibus.
Riam quo te ium expero quae eum idus, velecatur, optasseque pereict emporio nsequatia voluptatia nulpa voluptati blaudae conseri oribus abor se in nullabo rruptia dis sunto con re inulpar iatiatem doluptae vendi officiis et qui
doluptat laccaborem que core non nonsenti doluptat labore ipsam veriaspidis cuptat eate nullant, quas que voluptatem ium dolorpo ressit mo bera cus senienimint.
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Example of a Committee document (30%)

Envelopes

Letters

Letters will normally be prepared on letterheaded paper. The
paper used for this purpose should be white uncoated paper of
80-100 gr/m2 that can be used in laser printers.
The letterhead itself is composed of:
• the logo (in vertical position)
• the division name and/or function.
The size of the NATO logo is 20x40mm.
The division name and/or function are given in English and
French. They are typed in Arial Regular, 10pt/12pt (10pt size/12pt
leading) left aligned, in caps.
A horizontal line of the same width as the NATO logo and a
height of 1mm is placed in the bottom left corner of the letter,
aligned to the NATO logo.
The footer, containing as pre-printed matter all further contact
details, is typed in Arial Regular, 8.5pt/12pt.
A tracking (adjustment of space between letters) of 25 is applied
to the pre-printed text of both header and footer.
Letters are typed in Arial, size 10pt. Text in letters is always aligned
to the left, never to the right or set in block in order to avoid
spacing becoming too big.
All letter texts should start at the same point indicated in the
template, whatever their length. Italic or bold may be used to
stress particular words or phrases. Underlining of text should
be avoided as this would reduce the legibility of the text. For
the same reason phrases or complete sentences should not be
written in capital letters. The descriptions for letterhead and
follow-up pages apply to both DIN A4 and US format.
Users will be able to create letters based on templates within
their EIM Divisional Site.
4.5

Other stationery

Committee templates and divisional templates are based on the
letters except for the following elements:
• the logo is used in horizontal position
• a horizontal line separates the English and French text next to
the logo
• no address block in the footer
Templates intended for external communications such as press
releases, speeches, statements and media advisories also use
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the NATO logo in horizontal position with a bold title next to it
indicating the purpose of the document (see also Chapter 5.3).
As in letters, text in other stationery is always aligned to the
left, never to the right or set in block in order to avoid spacing
becoming too big.
All texts should start at the same point indicated in the template,
whatever their length. Italic or bold may be used to stress particular
words or phrases. Underlining of text should be avoided as this
would reduce the legibility of the text. For the same reason phrases
or complete sentences should not be written in capital letters.
Users will be able to create information items based on templates
within their EIM Divisional Site.
4.6

Email signatures

POLITICAL AFFAIRS AND SECURITY POLICY DIVISION
DIVISION AFFAIRES POLITIQUES ET POLITIQUE DE SÉCURITÉ

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
ACTION MEMO
PASP(2015)0000

20 August 2015
To
From
Subject

: Director of the Private Office
: ASG/PASP
: Pudis venihil luptatur aces dit ut aboriostiisi voluptas dolum quatur

Am qui rendandiam, ommolore pel invelescil modis esciliant volest faccum hit voluptae. Ugiatiorum quis eaque il
imaio. Odi ipsam, siniandi dolupta speliquia aut autem. Rovitenis quissi omnis soloris utet labo. Solor sum faceatet
ini blamust acere prate exceatem laut veria quiania quam, occusant.
Ut quae doloren ihillupti cum sim voluptatur sam ini as ut ipsum voluptat.
Pudis venihil luptatur aces dit ut aboriostiisi voluptas dolum quatur, volenis et, cum liqui consed ea quo et lam
que perum re opta volut esti aut hit, sant earchit, tem veliquam simod etus volum, officium arupta corpore id est
am quiamus res dolorepratio consedis eari rest fugia dolupitias exerspi entures sequae molore magnimi ncientorrum simin reruntia volupic imagnim am qui nientor eicipsum dolorpore explis conseditae vendand aerfere recabor
umetum quae consequ asperibea provitas et molor aut magnam quibus, illes ulla et reperios dipsam, ipsuntiis il
mod quatume nderovit, non numquid ut aditatata volupta sperum fugiasp ersperunt, quo te con remporem velibus
doluptatem comnimin rest eici vendit resto doluptaque enis id ut alit aut renem quiam iunt quo ex ex exerumquo
enihit dolutecate eumenim a cum inciis erspern aturest perit que et res dolore molupta porem quas am, ipide sumet
vid magnam, qui nimusamet aperro ma poreptius elliquibusam quatioratur, comnimet et ommo estorias dolupta
serorundus.
Fugitis aceatum quam rehende lliquid et fuga. Ut dolupta sit, quostotatem est di conserum fugia dolorerro ero venderestiat dolupta tiorehento omnimpeles solori blandes denihil itatur mos as maximendit alitatem apis veriaeperum
quam, simporrovid quam repro temporum, ut id maionseque res dolupta dolupti dest fuga. Et et offictem qui ipsunt
fuga. Et possim et doluptat.
Sam autem idis voloribus aliqui nonse nos et, volorem simus duciis sit officieture volorepuda quia vereperore
placcum, voluptat re que autatempore ducia dolorpore officium enet quide et ommoloria non nus utem fugit labor
aut eium ratem fuga. Andicia qui untur solupti con cupta volo temquat ectibus sinctas quam, corrum non erum qui
comnihil moloris dolorem sant ex et et, sandant occupta tintotatur?
Us et qui corerspidunt venihitem volorpo reicit reribus citiatur re, sunt recta sed ut voluptaquia vero con et unt,
quas sim dolorum quam quis re id quo tem. Pudicid et ut recestia consequi ad quam remollaborro commod electiis
dolore dese et ad quiam veleni non pra quis arum rae nihillecus eos milignam illiberitem es dolor alicill andita velenti sciatatur se voluptiorro tem abore num adi nullab ima quos et odigenim eos quam, sa qui ipsam et quis ut omnis
doloriaecus, nossitatini beaqui nonseratiis sunt que id quamus alitis maxim sam nonecuptatur abor audandamet,
que eosti comnis eium quam iusantur aut volestius int.

The logo (vertical variation) is displayed at the left side of email
signature blocks, at the end of the email.

(Signed) Peter Example
Action Officer: xxxxxx
Concurred by: yyyyyy
Typed by: zzzzzz
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Example of a divisional template (30%)
Peter Example
Officer
Strategic Analysis Capability
Emerging Security Challenges Division
T +32 2 707 0000
M +32 444 000 000
F +32 2 707 0000
example@hq.nato.int
NATO HQ
Boulevard Léopold III - NB 144c
B-1110 Brussels, Belgium
www.nato.int

Example of an email signature block
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5. Use of the logo on NATO communications products
As technology and communications channels develop, so too
must NATO’s visual identity. For NATO to maintain pace with
how the world is communicating, the design of communications
tools from NATO Headquarters, Agencies and Commands must
also adapt while ensuring consistency with the VIGs.
5.1

Websites and multimedia

Digital platforms like websites, apps for tablets and smart
phones, email campaigns and social media have replaced print
publications as the main tool for NATO to communicate with its
audiences worldwide. It is important to ensure that, through their
look and feel, these platforms are recognised as being managed
by a certified, reliable NATO body and that audiences associate
the same values of reliability and trustworthiness to the content
as they do to the Organization.
5.1.1 The NATO website
NATO homepage

In September 2014, NATO Headquarters rolled out a new look
and feel for its public website, using responsive design technology
to ensure maximum compatibility with desktop computers as
well as mobile devices (tablets and smart phones). An HTML style
guide of the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) used for the NATO
website is available at:
www.nato.int/vigs/web-styleguides/frontend/styleguide/
A prototype of the modules and the types of pages used on the
NATO website is available at:
www.nato.int/vigs/web-styleguides/
The four most important types of pages on the NATO website are:
•
homepage
•
landing page
•
index page
•
detail page
About the use of typefaces and alphabets
The main typeface used for texts on the NATO website is Open
Sans (https://www.google.com/fonts/specimen/Open+Sans).

News article on the NATO website
(example of detail page)
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5.1.2 Websites of NATO Commands, Agencies
and Committees
Almost all NATO Commands, Agencies and Committees are
present on the Internet with a website and/or one or more social
media initiatives (Twitter feed, Facebook page, Google+ page,
LinkedIn company page,…). While in the past the approach to
their design and look was very different from that of the NATO
website, the gradual introduction and application of the Visual
Identity Guidelines, as well as a synchronisation of websites into
the same platform programme (for instance Allied Command
Operations and its subordinate Commands as well as Agencies
and Offices) have improved the consistency in the look of these
websites and created a clear link to NATO.
This approach is in line with the overall co-branding guidelines
as described in Chapter 3.2. Attention is paid to the fact that the
respective Command, Agency or Committee logo or emblems is
given the same weight as the NATO logo.
NATO Commands, Agencies and Committees are strongly
encouraged to adopt a look and feel in line with the NATO CSS
style guide (see Chapter 5.1.1) to visually enhance recognition for
the audience.
You can see here examples of the current homepages of
• Allied Command Operations
• Allied Command Transformation
• NATO Support and Procurement Agency

Allied Command
Transformation website

Allied Command
Operations website

NATO Support and Procurement
Agency website

5.1.3 NATO’s other digital applications
NATO’s digital outreach encompasses all of NATO’s technology
for public communication. Along with the NATO website, these
include:
•
NATOChannel.tv
•
NATO’s social media
•
NATO TV studios
•
Email campaigns
•
Video products
•
Online publications
Divisions within NATO Headquarters as well as the NATO
Commands and Agencies also regularly pursue digital outreach
initiatives for their own priorities. Digital content must maintain
both a consistent link with NATO’s visual identity and proper
branding with the NATO logo. As the field of digital outreach is
in perpetual development, the incorporation of the VIGs needs
constant attention to ensure coherency in the visual look and feel
of digital products, platforms and relevant elements. Consultations
regarding digital outreach and visual identity can be arranged via
PDD Communications Services and the NATO Graphic Design Unit.

NATO on Facebook

Email by the NATO Press Office

NATO on Twitter
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5.2

Visit our website :

www.nato.int

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is one of the
world’s major international institutions. It is a political
and military alliance that brings together 28 member
countries from Europe and North America.

These countries meet to cooperate in the field of
security and defence. In this respect, NATO provides
a unique link between these two continents for political
and security cooperation.

The Secretary General’s

Annual Report 2014

NATO Public Diplomacy Division
1110 Brussels - Belgium
www.nato.int

PROTECTING PEOPLE

COMBATING NEW THREATS

We often take it for granted that we can walk around freely in
a safe and economically stable environment. Security in all
areas of everyday life is key to our well-being.

As the nature of threats changes, so must the methods
of preserving peace. NATO is reorienting its defence
capabilities towards today’s threats. It is adapting forces and
developing multinational approaches to deal with terrorism,
failed states and other security threats such as weapons of
mass destruction.

FORGING PARTNERSHIPS
Establishing dialogue and cooperation is crucial for peaceful
relations and deeper international understanding.
NATO provides a unique opportunity for member and
partnership countries to consult on security issues to build
trust and, in the long run, help to prevent conflict.
Through practical cooperation and multilateral initiatives,
countries are facing new security challenges together.

BUILDING PEACE & STABILITY
The benefits of stability can be enjoyed simultaneously by
many parties.
It is crucial to stabilise regions where tensions pose security
threats. This is why NATO takes an active role in crisismanagement operations, in cooperation with other international
organisations.
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PRESS RELEASE

COMMUNIQUÉ DE PRESSE

20 August/Août 2015
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Multimedia content, news releases, event details and media advisories are available on the NATO website. This
includes high-definition video, audio files, transcripts and high resolution photographs. This material is published as
soon as possible after events of media interest. Check the Newsroom at www.nato.int for updates.
Le contenu multimédia, des communiqués, des détails de l’événement et avis aux médias sont régulièrement mis sur
le site de l’OTAN. Cela inclut la vidéo haute définition, fichiers audio, de transcriptions et de photographies à haute
résolution. Ce matériau est publié dès que possible après les événements de l’intérêt des médias. Vérifiez la salle de
presse au www.nato.int mises à jour.

North Atlantic Treaty Organization - Organisation du Traité de l’Atlantique Nord
Public Diplomacy Division, Press & Media - Division Diplomatie publique, Presse & Médias
Boulevard Léopold III - B-1110 Bruxelles - Belgique
Tel: +32 2 707 00 00 - Fax: +32 2 707 00 00 - example@hq.nato.int - www.nato.int
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Example of a press release (30%)

NATO print publications

NATO publications are grouped into categories that reflect how
publications address the various information needs of NATO’s
target audiences. To this end, five broad publication categories
have been established.
Promotional publications target a wide range of NATO audiences in
order to develop a better understanding of NATO and its activities.
Legal documents and publications publish official NATO decisions
and fundamental legal information.
Reference publications are compiled for those working on NATOrelated topics who need to get an in-depth understanding of
NATO’s policies, the different aspects of the Organization, its
structure and activities.
Newsletters and magazines are designed for frequent and
far-reaching circulation on a regular basis. They are written in a
journalistic style, presented in an attractive format and supported
with visual material such as photos, graphics and maps.
Press information has to serve the many needs of the
international press corps presenting information in a clear and
professional way.
NATO publications are issued in a wide range of formats and
sizes, from standard DIN A4 to smaller DIN A5 or DIN A6
brochures, books or single sheet press material to custom-sized
magazines, leaflets or flyers.
The NATO logo should always be used as a signature in the top
left corner of the publication cover. The correct use of its size and
positioning is described in Chapter 1.5.
These examples are provided to illustrate the use of the NATO
logo. They are not developed to unduly restrict the graphic design
of covers. The aim is rather to make the use of the logo consistent
and systematic and demonstrate various possible ways to apply it.
Back covers
Back covers should feature the NATO logo and identify the NATO
entity issuing the publication. The back cover can also feature
illustrations or may be kept in a plain colour.
About the use of typefaces and alphabets
Arial and Garamond are the main corporate typefaces to be used
in official NATO print publications. Other similar fonts may be
used as long as the visual look and feel is not too distinct from
the main corporate fonts.
5.3

Press information

NATO’s visual identity is also applied to communications products
aimed at professional media outlets, such as press releases and
media advisories. This information is distributed electronically and
sometimes also in print. Arial 10pt is the standard font for printed
press material.
Users will be able to create information items based on templates
within their EIM Divisional Site.
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5.4

PowerPoint presentations

PowerPoint presentations use the NATO logo in the top left
corner next to the name of the Alliance in full, on a light blue
background. Both NATO logo colours are represented as a vertical
line on the left of the template. The star element of the Compass
is repeated in a matching shade of blue in the lower right part of
the template.
The template is also available for the different NATO Divisions,
with the name of the Division next to the NATO logo and the
vertical line reflecting the colour of the Division. The colour codes
follow the chart in Chapter 2.
5.5

Exhibitions and conference material

The VIGs should be applied to all NATO conference and exhibition
material. There is a multitude of possible applications on stands,
signage, decoration, folders, presentations, conference packs,
name badges, lecterns, backdrops, etc. An example is shown here.
This principle also applies to the presentation material that is
used at NATO Headquarters and in the facilities for the media.
These should clearly be branded in the same style as all other
NATO communications products.
5.6

Recruitment advertisements, certificates and plaques

Recruitment advertisements should be designed in a way that the
reader can link them directly to NATO. This can be achieved by
using the NATO logo, as shown in combination with the division
name, or without this indication. A simple format with the job
specifications and contact for the job can be chosen, possibly
highlighting the job title. Illustrations of possible recruitment
advertisements can be found on this page.
Training certificates are used by different Divisions to recognise
the successful participation in a training course. They will
be printed on a thicker, good quality paper to underline the
importance of the document. Certificates will be prepared
according to the requirements of the Division, in some cases preprinted and completed with a fine handwriting.
Commemorative plaques, for example for NATO projects, should
also feature the NATO logo.
5.7

Branded items

Branded items can be handed out in quantities that have a
tangible impact on an audience and the visibility of the Alliance.
In development, branded items should be visually attractive and
feature the NATO logo prominently. Items chosen for production,
in form and design, should support the desired modern image of
the Organization.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
ORGANISATION DU TRAITÉ DE L’ATLANTIQUE NORD

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT DIVISION
DIVISION GESTION EXÉCUTIVE

Briefing by

October 26, 2015

NATO UNCLASSIFIED

Briefing by

October 26, 2015

1

NATO UNCLASSIFIED

1
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Example of inside page of text book

As part of its public diplomacy efforts, NATO regularly enters
into partnerships with third parties, such as NGOs, to sponsor or
jointly organise non-commercial events or other public diplomacy
activities. Co-branding guidelines for related communication tools
can be found in Chapter 3.3 and 3.4 of the VIGs. The external
partner must obtain project-specific guidance on the use of the
NATO logo from the NATO Division with which it is in contact.
NATO’s Science for Peace and Security (SPS) Programme is
another instance where project partners are requested to obtain
advice on the use of the NATO logo from their respective NATO
point of contact.
In all other cases where third parties wish to use the NATO logo,
permission must be sought from NATO before the logo is used.
Some examples include:
• Promotional or commercial purposes
As a general rule, the use of the NATO logo for promotional or
commercial purposes is prohibited. The use of the NATO logo
by vendors for promotional purposes, however, is allowed on
condition that it is an agreed part of a procurement contract
between the vendor and a NATO body. In this case, agreed
VIGs must be applied. Prior permission from NATO is always
mandatory.
• Educational purposes
In principle, the use of the NATO logo for educational
purposes, for instance school books or other educational tools,
is authorised, but prior approval is required. Permission is given
on a case-by-case basis. The NATO logo can be used on inside
pages of text books, but not on the cover. Final authorisation
of the use of the logo will be given based on a mock-up of the
relevant page of the book or other educational tool.
The following terms and conditions apply at all times:
• Modifying the standard NATO logo in any way is strictly
prohibited.
• The NATO logo is not to be used in content (digital, print
or other) of any kind that defames NATO or its member
countries.
• Any misperceptions – where the communication tool is
incorrectly seen as one of NATO’s official activities due to the
incorrect use of the NATO logo – are strictly prohibited.
• NATO will rescind usage rights in case of inappropriate or
unauthorised use of the NATO logo by any individual or entity.
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